Recent advances in separation and detection methods for thiol compounds in biological samples.
Biological aminothiols, such as cysteine, homocysteine, and glutathione, widely occur in animal tissues and fluids. The altered levels of the thiols (reduced forms) and their disulfides (oxidized forms) in physiological liquids have been linked to specific pathological conditions and closely associated with several human diseases. Therefore, it is well recognized that the determination of thiols and disufides is important in order to understand their physiological roles. The derivatization utilizing a suitable labeling reagent followed by chromatographic separation and detection is the most reliable means for sensitive and selective assays. Many reagents have typically been synthesized and successfully used for the determination of thiols and disulfides in biological specimens. The development of new reagents for highly sensitive detection is still continuing. This review describes the approaches for the separation assay of various thiol compounds, obtained through the analytical papers published in 2000-2008. The derivatization reagents are categorized with each type of chromophore and fluorophore and evaluated in terms of their reactivity, stability, detection wavelength, handling, sensitivity and selectivity. Application examples of the reagents for bioanalysis are also described in the text.